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Abstract

in expressive speech synthesis.
In this paper, we introduce a novel technique called factored maximum likelihood kernelized regression (FMLKR) for
HMM-based style-adaptive speech synthesis and compare its
performance with MLLR and FMLLR. Recently in the area of
speech recognition, Mak et al. proposed the maximum penalized likelihood kernel regression (MPLKR) algorithm for fast
speaker adaptation [16] [17]. In MPLKR, kernels were employed in the MLLR framework as the weights of regression
vectors, and a penalization term was appended to the likelihood
formulation in order to avoid overﬁtting. The basic idea of this
technique is to map the mean vector of the base model to a highdimensional feature space via a nonlinear mapping before performing linear regression. Similarly to MPLKR, the FMLKR
technique performs a nonlinear regression between the mean
vector of the base model and the corresponding mean vectors of
the adaptation data with the use of kernel methods.

In our previous work, we proposed factored maximum likelihood linear regression (FMLLR) adaptation where each MLLR
parameter is deﬁned as a function of a control vector. In this
paper, we introduce a novel technique called factored maximum likelihood kernelized regression (FMLKR) for HMMbased style adaptive speech synthesis. In FMLKR, nonlinear
regression between the mean vector of the base model and the
corresponding mean vectors of the adaptation data is performed
with the use of kernel method based on the FMLLR framework.
In a series of experiments on artiﬁcial generation of singing
voice, the proposed technique shows better performance than
the other conventional methods.
Index Terms: style adaptation, singing voice synthesis, MLLR,
factored MLLR, kernel method, FMLKR

1. Introduction

2. FMLLR adaptation

Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) is one of the
most popular techniques for parameter adaptation in hidden
Markov model (HMM)-based systems [1][2]. In the MLLR
approach, original parameters of the HMM-based system are
mapped to their adapted values via a set of afﬁne transformations which are estimated from a small amount of adaptation
data. MLLR was ﬁrst proposed for speaker adaptation in order
to improve the performance of the speech recognition systems,
and later a variety of extensions have been developed with applications to other areas [3]-[7].
Generally in MLLR adaptation, the regression parameters
are shared among a group of speech units in order to achieve
robust parameter estimation with limited amount of data. However, it becomes practically impossible for the MLLR technique
to be applied to parameter adaptation when we need separate regression parameters for a huge number of speaking conditions.
For instance in singing voice synthesis, it is known that the vocal tract conﬁguration varies depending not only on the phonetic
information but also on the musical notes which provide the information concerned with tone and rhythm [8][9].
In our previous work, we extended the conventional MLLR
to the factored MLLR (FMLLR) framework where each MLLR
parameter is deﬁned as a function of the control parameter vector [10]-[12]. It is similar to cluster adaptive training (CAT)
[13] and multiple-regression HMM (MRHMM) [14][15] in using adaptive control of the spectral distributions based on external control parameters. In FMLLR, contrary to them, each
element of the MLLR parameter is given as an inner product
between a regression vector and a transformed control vector.
The control vector contains supplementary information such as
the musical notes in singing voice and intensity of each emotion
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In conventional MLLR adaptation, a p-dimensional mean vector μs ∈ Rp of a particular distribution s of the HMM is transformed to μ̂s via
μ̂s

=

M νs

(1)

where M is a p × (p + 1) regression matrix which can be decomposed into M = [A b] with A and b indicating the parameters of the afﬁne transformation, and ν s denotes a (p+1)dimensional augmented mean vector of a particular distribution
s deﬁned by


ν s = [ μs



1]

(2)

with the prime denoting the transpose of a matrix or a vector
[18].
Suppose that for a particular purpose M should depend on
a control parameter η which is generally a continuous-valued
vector of dimension D. This implies that the mean vector of
the distribution s is adapted differently depending on η. Under
this framework, (1) is rewritten as
μ̂s

=

M ( η) ν s

(3)

and an efﬁcient way to achieve (3) is the FMLLR technique
[10]-[12].
Let X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xT ) be the given adaptation data vectors. Different from conventional MLLR adaptation, now each
adaptation vector xt is accompanied with the corresponding η t
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which denotes the control parameter η at time t. The crucial
part of the FMLLR approach is to represent M( η) as follows:


Mij ( η) = wij ξ,

1 ≤ i ≤ p,

1≤j ≤p+1

linear combination of a number of basis vectors. In this interpretation, Mj ( η) acts as a basis vector and νs,j is treated as a
weight of the j-th basis vector.
Motivated by this viewpoint, we can extend (10) to a more
generalized form as given by

(4)

where Mij ( η) indicates the (i, j)-th element of M( η) and
ξ = φ ( η) is an L-dimensional control vector obtained by
transforming the control parameter η. Let


μs =

W = {w11 , w12 , · · · , w1(p+1) , w21 , w22 , · · · , w2(p+1) ,
· · · , wp1 , wp2 , · · · , wp(p+1) }

(5)

W

where



T
1
γt (s) xt − M( η t ) ν s Σ−1
s
2 t=1


× xt − M( η t ) ν s


L (W) = −

where κ(·, ·) denotes a kernel function. Combining (11) and
(12), the FMLKR approach adapts the model parameter in the
following way:

μs =

T


γt (s)

t=1

ri

=

T

t=1



γt (s)


1
ξt ξt ,
2
σs,i

(7)

xt,i
ξt
2
σs,i

(8)

(13)

= κ1 ( μs , cj ) + ρκ2 φ( η), φ( ζ j )
(14)



x − y2
κi (x, y) = exp −
,
σi2

i = 1, 2,

(15)

ρ indicates a ratio between the two Gaussian kernels and φ(·) is
a transformation used for control parameter as in FMLLR.
Similarly to FMLLR, we follow the EM algorithm in order
to estimate W in FMLKR. After the E step, we update the
parameter W according to (5) where the objective function now
becomes

3. FMLKR adaptation
The adaptation scheme given by (3) can be rewritten as follows:
Mj ( η) νs,j

.

where

For more details, the reader is referred to [10]-[12].

p+1


Mj ( η) κ ( μs , η) , cj , ζ j

j=1

κ ( μs , η) , cj , ζ j

and
denotes Kronecker product. Particularly in the case of
diagonally structured regression matrix, the parameters are obtained by solving the following equation:

−1
 
 i,i = ν s (i) ν s (i)
w
Gi
ν s (i)ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ p. (9)


μs =

P


An important issue in FMLKR is how to choose the kernel
function κ(·, ·). In general a kernel function κ(a, b) computes
how close the two arguments a and b are. Since each argument
of the kernel function deﬁned in (12) consists of the base model
parameter μs and the control parameter η, a natural way to
deﬁne the kernel function is to combine two separate kernels
deﬁned over respective vectors. In this paper, we apply the kernel function deﬁned by

where

=

(12)

ψj ( μs , η) = κ ( μs , η) , cj , ζ j

 is the updated parameters for FMLLR. Let Wi =
in which W




[wi1 wi2 · · · wi(p+1) ] denote a (p + 1)L-dimensional vector
which concatenates the components of W corresponding to the
i-th element, then the solution to (5) is obtained by setting the
gradients of L (W) with respect to W to zero as follows:
−1 

 
 
i = νs νs
νs
(6)
W
Gi
ri
Gi

(11)

Mj ( η) ψj ( μs , η)

j=1

where {Mj ( η) , j = 1, 2, · · · , P } represents a set of basis
vectors and ψj ( μs , η) is the weight associated with the j-th
basis vector. In (11), P denotes the number of basis vectors,
which can be selected freely. If P > p+1, (11) implies an overcomplete representation. Another point to note in (11) is that
ψj (·, ·) is a nonlinear function which extracts the weight from
both the base model parameter μs and the control parameter
η.
A promising way to deﬁne the nonlinear function ψj (·, ·) is
to apply a kernel map. Let {c1 , c2 , · · · , cP } denote a set of P
vectors of dimension p and { ζ 1 , ζ 2 , · · · , ζ P } be a set of P
vectors of dimension D. Then a kernel map is deﬁned by

denote the set consisting of the L-dimensional regression vectors which are the core parameters of FMLLR.
In order to estimate W = {wij }, we follow the EM algorithm employed in the conventional MLLR technique. After the
posterior probability γt (s) is computed at the E step, we update
the parameter W according to
 = arg max L (W)
W

P


L (W) = −

T
1
γt (s)
2 t=1


P

M j ( η t ) κ ( μs , η t ) , c j , ζ j
× xt −

(10)

j=1

j=1



where Mj ( η) denotes the j-th column vector of the matrix
M ( η) and νs,j indicates the j-th element of the augmented
mean vector ν s . From (10), we can see that 
μs is given by a

xt −
× Σ−1
s
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P

j=1



M j ( η t ) κ ( μs , η t ) , c j , ζ j



.

Note again that each adaptation vector xt is accompanied with
the corresponding control parameter η t . Generally, nonlinear
regression with a large number of parameters may usually suffer from the problem of overﬁtting. In order to alleviate this
problem, a regularization technique is usually applied. Based
on a regularization strategy, L (W) is modiﬁed to
L (W) = −

T
1
γt (s)
2 t=1


P

M j ( η t ) κ ( μs , η t ) , c j , ζ j
× xt −



j=1

×
−

Σ−1
s



xt −

P


M j ( η t ) κ ( μs , η t ) , c j , ζ j

j=1

P

β
Mj ( η t ) Mj ( η t )
2 j=1


(16)

where β is a regularization parameter. Applying (14) and the
diagonal assumption of the covariance matrix to (16), the parameters are estimated according to the following criterion:
p
T


1
 = arg max − 1
γt (s)
W
2
W
2 t=1
σ
i=1 s,i

P


× xt,i −
wij ξt · κ ( μs , η t ) , cj , ζ j

2

j=1

−

β
2

p

P




wij ξt

2

(17)

.

i=1 j=1

The solution to (17) is obtained by setting the derivative of the
objective function with respect to wij to zero for each row i.
Finally, we are led to
⎡

Fi11 + β ξt ξt
Fi12
···
Fi1P

⎢
Fi21
Fi22 + β ξt ξt · · ·
Fi2P
⎢
⎢
..
..
..
..
⎢
.
⎣
.
.
.

FiP 2
· · · FiP P + β ξt ξt
FiP 1
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
ŵi1
Gi1
⎢ ŵi2 ⎥ ⎢ Gi2 ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
×⎢ . ⎥ = ⎢ . ⎥
⎣ .. ⎦ ⎣ .. ⎦
ŵiP
GiP

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

where

Fijk =

T

γs (t)
κ ( μs , η t ) , cj , ζ j
2
σs,i
t=1



(18)

ξt .

(19)

· κ (( μs , η t ) , (ck , ζ k )) ξt ξt ,

Gij =

T

γs (t)
xt,i κ ( μs , η t ) , cj , ζ j
2
σs,i
t=1



Since it is difﬁcult to collect a large amount of singing voice
and reading-style speech simultaneously from the same speaker,
we attempted to adapt the parameters of a reading-style speech
synthesizer with a small amount of singing voice data. For the
construction of reading-style speech synthesizers, we used the
Korean speech data spoken by two female speakers: YMK and
SJK. The speaker YMK provided only the reading-style speech
data while both the reading-style and singing voice data were
available for the speaker SJK. The reading-style speech synthesizer for the speaker YMK was trained with 4,000 utterances
amounting to 525 minutes. On the other hand, the readingstyle speech synthesizer for the speaker SJK was obtained by
adapting the parameters of the speaker YMK with 162 utterances amounting to 32 minutes.
Each utterance was sampled at 16 kHz and a 20 ms Hamming window was applied with 5 ms frame shift for speech
feature extraction. As for the spectrum feature, a 25th-order
mel-scaled cepstrum vector was extracted at each frame. By
attaching the Δ- and ΔΔ-cepstra derived from the extracted
mel-scaled cepstrum sequence, the spectrum feature could be
represented by a 75-dimensional vector at each frame. We also
extracted the pitch from each frame for the generation of voiced
excitation signals. As the basic unit of speech synthesis, we applied quinphones followed by context-dependent reading-style
text analysis described in [19]. Each quinphone was modeled
by a 5 state left-to-right structured HMM where the observation
distribution at each state was given by a single Gaussian PDF
with diagonal covariance matrix.
The parameters of the HMM-based speech synthesizer for
the reading-style speech were trained by following the general
technique presented in [20]. For a robust parameter estimation,
the decision tree technique was employed to share the observation distributions across the states, which resulted in 3,198 leaf
nodes for the spectrum of the speaker YMK. The parameters
of the reading-style speech synthesizer for the speaker YMK
were adapted to the utterances of the speaker SJK based on
the speaker adaptation method supported by HTS [20]. The
number of transform matrices in this procedure was 819. The
adapted parameters then constructed the reading-style speech
synthesizer for the speaker SJK.
To build a singing voice database, we collected 95 Korean
songs amounting to 105 minutes sung by the speaker SJK. Spectrum features of the singing voice data were extracted and represented in the same manner with those of the reading-style utterances. In conjunction with the recorded sounds, the musical
score associated with each song was also provided.
The method of signal generation in the singing voice synthesizer is almost the same to that of the reading-style speech
synthesizer except that the lyrics are synchronized with the musical notes which control the pitch and duration. When synthesizing the singing voice, we applied the values of the note such
as the pitch and duration to the HMM directly without any statistical modeling which means that the same pitch and duration
were applied to generate the synthesized singing voice for each
musical note and corresponding syllable.
4.1. Objective performance evaluation for singing voice
synthesis
Five different methods were compared in the experiments. We
tried two kinds of MLLR with different structures of the regression matrix M: diagonal (MLLR d) where the ﬁrst p columns
of M constitute a diagonal matrix and the unrestricted full matrix (MLLR f). The third and fourth methods are denoted by

4. Experiments on singing voice synthesis
The objective in this experiment is to apply the transform methods presented in Sections 2-3 to adapt the HMM parameters of a
reading-style speech synthesizer to a set of given singing voice.
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Figure 1: Average mel-cepstral distance between the original
and synthesized singing voice generated by speech synthesizer
based on speaker SJK.

,







4.2. Subjective listening test for singing voice synthesis
We performed a subjective listening test in which 14 listeners participated. For the test, the mean opinion score (MOS)
test was performed to evaluate the overall quality of the synthesized singing voices generated by various different methods.
The MOS is expressed as a single number in the range 1 to 5,
where 1 indicates the lowest perceived speech or singing voice
quality and 5 the highest [22].
The ﬁve methods were applied to generate the singing voice
of 8 songs which were not included in the training database.
The control vector for the FMLLR and FMLKR methods was
determined as (20) and the number of regression matrices for
each method was set the same at 250. From the obtained scores
shown in Fig. 2, we can see that the proposed approach produced a better quality than the other approaches to singing voice
synthesis.

FMLLR d and FMLLR f in which the HMM mean vectors
were transformed differently based on the diagonally structured
and fully structured regression matrices, respectively. In the
ﬁfth method denoted as FMLKR the adapted HMM mean vectors were expressed by the transformation based on the FMLKR
technique as given in (18).
Among the 95 songs provided by the speaker SJK, we used
80 songs for training the regression matrices of each method and
the other 15 songs for evaluating performances. Considering
the size of the decision tree for the reading-style speech synthesizer, the amount of the singing voice data was considered too
small to expect a good adaptation performance. To alleviate this
difﬁculty, we applied a tying approach to the estimation of the
regression matrices.
When applying FMLLR and FMLKR, the pitch and duration derived from each musical note were used as the control
parameter, η = (P̃ , D̃) where P̃ is the fundamental frequency
of the note written in the unit of Hz and D̃ indicates the duration given as the number of frames. In this paper, we tried a
conﬁguration as given by




Figure 2: Result of MOS test for singing voice. Note that the
lines in the top ends of the bars indicate the 95% conﬁdence
intervals.

number of transform matrices

ξt = 1, logP̃ (t), logD̃(t)
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the FMLKR approach as a
novel technique for adapting the HMM parameters when the
adaptation should depend on varying control parameters. The
proposed approach performs a nonlinear regression between the
mean vector of the base model and the corresponding mean
vectors of the adaptation data with the use of kernel methods. Moreover, we have described MLLR, FMLLR and FMLKR techniques in the common ML framework and compared
their performance when applied to adapting the parameters of a
reading-style speech synthesizer to the singing voice data. From
the experimental results, it has been found that FMLKR outperformed the traditional MLLR techniques in terms of an objective measure such as the mel-cepstral distance as well as the
subjective listening quality measure.

(20)

where P̃ (t) and D̃(t) indicate P̃ and D̃ at time t, respectively.
For FMLKR, we set β, ρ, σ12 and σ22 in (14) to 0.5, 0.01, 1.0
and 0.1, respectively, which were found suitable from a number
of preliminary experiments. cj and ζ j were respectively obtained by clustering the mel-cepstra and control parameters in
the singing voice database.
Fig. 1 shows the average mel-cepstral distance between
the original and synthesized singing voices obtained from the
speaker SJK with varying number of regression matrices. In this
evaluation, we set P to 25 for FMLKR with which the number of transformation parameters could be kept the same with
those of other methods. Even though the average mel-cepstral
distance cannot strictly prove the quality or naturalness of the
synthetic speech generated by each method, it is considered a
reasonable measure to evaluate how similar or different the generated mel-cepstrum is from the original data. From the results
we can ﬁnd that both FMLLR and FMLKR approaches much
reduced the mel-cepstral discrepancy than other approaches.
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